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Sichuan food attracts domestic and 
international tourists alike to Chengdu, all eager 
to sink their teeth into dishes like kung pao 
chicken and spicy mala tofu. While the food 
remains a big draw for the city, there are 
concerns that cost-cutting on ingredients, an 
over-reliance on store-bought sauces and 
un-nuanced, Instagram-ready inventions have 
led to a decline in the quality of the cuisine. But 
on a jaunt to the capital city of Sichuan 
province, our writer discovers that for every 
food stall peddling fl ower-shaped cotton candy, 
there are plenty more still helmed by proud 
chefs making food that will please the tastebuds 
of even the fussiest gourmands (p29).

And Down Under in Australia, in an area 
known as the Scenic Rim, a couple of 
enterprising men are hoping to make their own 
mark on the food industry with a seemingly 
unlikely resource: camels. After discovering the 
health benefi ts of camel’s milk, Jeff rey Flood 
and Paul Martin started a camel farm close to 
the Gold Coast, making cheese and skincare 
products, in addition to selling the milk itself. 
Visitors of all ages are welcome to visit the farm, 
which we highly recommend you do if you get 
the chance. Not only will you get to sample the 
farm’s beautiful food products, you’ll also get a 
rare opportunity to interact with these 
intelligent, placid creatures (p50).

Wherever you may fi nd yourself this Lunar 
New Year, here’s wishing all Hong Kong Airlines 
passengers Gong Hei Fat Choy!
 – The Aspire team
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Chengdu / юЁ

Has the 
authenticity of 
Sichuan food in 
the province’s 
capital of Chengdu 
been diminished in 
an effort to cater 
to tourist palates, 
or is enough being 
done to preserve 
the quality of one 
of China’s eight 
great cuisines?   
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Chengdu / юЁ

ϣ֧ӋၣЖᦳϡёڳѽ䩟
ทϩϣӰ౾Ժॐա䩟ӱܕ
֦ᇧӕ⒫фϳᏞᇧ݄כ

ϥϣࣹر䦚ԧ䩟಄Кҳԃ٤Լ֔ࠉ
әչજґౢࣛϡࢣ䩭Єכфմ
ۺېӓϰϡࡄᓉϨঅϼ䩟֟߾۬ڨެ
Яಉܵ௩୭ܕ䩟ϤվЁϥ֔ݏҿܩ
ϡЖϣఓ䩟јИӱ೨ϡ࠙یϽඃ䩟
Ѕ۹ЖдӔϨӰܦ܅䦚ᬐᙴЯ۾
ईϤಞϡஏᆏ䩟өۺϪѷൊϡࡒ
ՔϽ࣪жֶ䩟੧੧ՁՁϡԵࣹࠂعϨ
ϣв䩟ҳЯּבಐުൊᶣ䦚Ւӓ϶Ԉ
䩟ЁᑹᐗϨϣәᏌࠥ௪ᇑҏЅࢣ
䵋Ԕϥ䩟ЌޡԘᅎԜᅓףඇުϡգ
Џ䦚ߚ䩟ϣܷЁϥڏ
෦ރܵڵҡނϥюЁзիӨࣽϡ

䦯ཨᥝఖж䦰ҏϣ䦚ۺϪϨֶނᙜϰ
᭶܊䩟ۀሚжЇܩϤ䩟ཨᥝఖжӹ
ґЏӜ䦚϶Ҽ࠼פۥᖐϨ����
ёڊ߹䩟ལၳѐ୰ӢࢧϡѤې䩟
ٿ҆ٿҊϡۺϪׇઆ䦚ֶނϤ࠼ޗ
न䩟ӢґϤܓϡܵުރҪۥҡඒч
фधރܵخ䦙ރ၉๕ܵد䩟ދ
༶әҳ䩟࠰Џрުҏѐڏ䦚
ېةᖐቋѓפёϰ䩟ُ

ഊ᠑३䩟ԔюЁԷј࠼ϩӛ
Ϥӎ䦚϶ϫЅл՝۪صڵח䩟ײё
ኸѳ߃ѡКфڮહҳЈ
ѸԕсҤުӸйۨ࠼䩟Ϥվܴު࡞
મ䩟йۺׂ߿ٴϡڏט䦚јИӸՊО
֝ϡ൶фՐ൶䩟ϲϥЊϦׁࣽЈϰ
Їױ䩟ԔࢣඇުϡണԊףхٷ
शϦڏңϼϩϡဥӿכ႗䦚�
ԬڀඇުϡٸكϤߺҿଐ䩟ϲۀ

ЅлूзײЇӢැЄ࣯ᇯ䩟خड़
Ԅсୗېҹ٩䦚ԄйףඇЊ࠳
௨䩟Ԑоؖ䦙ુ䦙ᕇࢮگ䩟ဓܛ
ӆсф֔ီоϡඇު࠼䩟ӿܶᆙ
ၬٜ߰ϩॽӎ֞ҏి䦚֔ױ䩟חд
ࣵڜϡނېӔּлϩ䩟ґԄ
ඩᏓЎ܋䩟Њඇުېഊ๓߹
ϣߪ࠳䦚�
ϰІӸڛϽϡюЁѤׂې&KHQJGX�

)RRG�7RXUVދϪ-RUGDQ�3RUWHUثౠ䩭
䦯۠ׯзײ䩟ϪИҥы״ϣުܴ҂
֚䦚ԔЄُЁϥूۥϼґЎᏓॡϡ
ᇯැ䩟ຎҒਧОףඇ᠑ҙҳ֟॓ѹ
ޡϼ䩟϶Ҋ҂ϡ৯Ќ֏ࡄࡆӢҲ䦚ޥ
䩟ԔӎЖЇᥡዏϦᗝةඇުףड़خ
ҼϡҺዝࣹ䦚䦰
ඇުԠЅлୗې֎ฤՊࡂϽުڍ䩟

йԳొЊئա䩟ުܴϽ֝൵ѓዮ
Ӱ䦙൶䦙Ր൶䦙ՐТф࠵ሦල䦚ף
ඇ֔ېԘϨЅлٿсϽիӨࣽ䩟Ї
ԠኲЊҪлзԊϡުڍ䦚Ѽґ䩟Ϩ
ӕُ࡛ܺёϡЅܓୗېҹ٩ҏЅ䩟ඇ
ުϡࣵЌ৪ᵥ۠ѧϫԒઔӓ䦚

glamorous young woman with 
dyed ombre hair, a calf-length 
tweed coat and velveteen slippers 
waits patiently for her takeaway. 
Around her is a scene of chaos: 

hastily parked luxury cars pen in the outdoor 
diners, comprising fashionistas with purposefully 
ripped jeans alongside red-faced men soaking up 
an otherwise liquid lunch. Chubby stray dogs 
circle for scraps as plates are scraped into one big 
tabletop slop bowl by a waiter with broken piano 
teeth. All are shrouded in a cloud of cigarette 
smoke – but it’s a small price to pay for a taste of 
authentic Sichuan cuisine. 

Huangcheng Old Beef is one of Chengdu’s most 
thriving “fl y restaurants”, so called because 
patrons buzz around the eatery, rather than sit 
down to enjoy a leisurely meal. Set up by the Zhang 
brothers in the 1960s, the restaurant draws a full 
cross-section of customers to its no-nonsense 
meals. Menus don’t exist here; you get what you’re 
given and you’d better like beef. Braised beef with 
daikon radish, kung pao beef and cold beef with 
chilli oil are a few of the regular off erings. All are 
served straight up with no fancy trimmings or 
gimmicks. Grandma would approve.

The Zhang brothers have changed little about 
their tried-and-tested formula in the ensuing 
decades, but the same cannot be said for 
Chengdu’s restaurants as a whole. Recent years 
have seen the arrival of panda-shaped dim sum 
and dry ice-spewing hotpots in the southwestern 
Chinese city, as well as the alteration of regional 
classics for the unrefi ned tourist palette, the 
delicate balance of fl avours loaded up with too 
much chilli and peppercorns in a bid to appease 
uninformed expectations around the cuisine’s 
essential characteristics. 

Concerns about Sichuan food losing its 
authenticity have been so loudly voiced that the 
Chinese government recently introduced a 
number of measures to ensure its preservation. In 
the same vein as Michelin stars, gold, silver and 

A

“Gold, silver and bronze pandas 
are now awarded to exceptional 

Sichuan restaurants”

䦯ЅлूйףඇЊ࠳௨䩟Ԑоؖ䦙ુ䦙ᕇࢮگ䩟ဓီܛоϡඇު࠼䦰

bronze pandas – an animal synonymous with the 
province – are now awarded to exceptional 
Sichuan restaurants at home and abroad. Some 
longstanding food institutions have been 
nationalised, and guidelines have been set for the 
standardisation of recipes. 

“It wasn’t until recently that people started to 
standardise recipes,” Jordan Porter, the Canadian 
founder of Chengdu Food Tours, explains. “But 
most of this is done through the government from 
the top down – for example through the Sichuan 
Institute of Higher Cuisine. In some ways, there’s 
a role for that as it ensures the cuisine’s 
preservation, but it also denies the cluttered and 
creative atmosphere of the scene.”

Sichuan food, named by Chinese chefs as one of 
the country’s eight great cuisines, is typifi ed by 
bold and pungent fl avours stemming from the 
liberal use of garlic, chilli, Sichuan peppercorns, 
peanuts and fermented bean paste. It’s said to be 
China’s favourite takeout and the most commonly 
served cuisine across the country. But in a 
culinary history spanning thousands of years, 
Sichuan food as we know it only arrived in the 
last three centuries or so. So how do you choose 
what’s protected? And more pertinently, should 
any cuisine be encouraged to stand still? 

With its highly fertile soil and mild climate, the 
Sichuan basin is surrounded by farms, many of 
which host middle-class families for “pick your 
own” dinners on weekends. Areas of intensively 
terraced fi elds, known as the “land of a million 
steps”, and sophisticated irrigation systems 
provide an astounding diversity of crops. The 
markets here are a sensory overload, with fruit 
you can smell across the street and meat a little 
too fresh for the squeamish.   

The so-called mala (numb spicy) fl avour profi le 
Sichuan food is renowned for is the culmination 
of centuries of war and migration that bought new 
ingredients and cooking techniques to the 
province. Fermented bean paste, known locally as 
doubanjiang and often referred to as the “soul of 
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Sichuan cuisine” is one of the region’s original umami 
ingredients. Another is the Sichuan peppercorn, which is 
in fact derived from a citrus plant and not a peppercorn at 
all. It’s a molecule called hydroxy-alpha-sanshool that 
creates the tingly, numbing feeling these unassuming seed 
husks create in the mouth. 

The eye-watering spice that Sichuan cuisine is now 
known for, however, is a relatively new addition. Chilli 
peppers were unearthed in Mexico when Christopher 
Columbus “discovered” America in 1492. They are thought 
to have travelled to southern China with Spanish or 
Portuguese traders, after which they were fi rst referenced 
in relation to Sichuan’s neighbour, Hunan province, in 
1684 – a whole 60 years before they reached Sichuan. So, 
it would seem that a world of relatively new infl uences is 
distilled to what we know as Sichuan cuisine today.

Some say evolution is unavoidable, but it’s easy to 
sympathise with the critics of the most modern 
manifestations. The tourist-centred shops in Kuanzhai 
Xiangzi – the so-called “Wide and Narrow Alleys” – are 
happily peddling cheapened or even totally invented 
versions of Sichuan food to visitors who know no better. 
This famed eating street in the city’s Qingyang District 
overfl ows with novelty dumplings, fl ower-shaped cotton 
candy and all else that’s likely to make it to social media 
before the mouth. 

Porter would never dream of taking his food tour 
customers here but argues that commercial streets like 
this have always existed in Chengdu.

“You don’t have to have a culture trapped in its past to 
ensure authenticity,” the 31-year-old, who speaks the local 
dialect almost fl uently, insists. “A modern manifestation is 
no less authentic than an old one, and one from 400 years 
ago may be no less contrived than it is now.”

In any case, there are still plenty of classic Sichuan 
dishes in Kuanzhai Xiangzi, such as sesame-laden dan dan 
noodles and sweet and sticky kung pao chicken. However, 
all are made to feed the masses, relying on store-bought 
chilli oil and bean paste, the chef’s personal versions of 
which are considered the cornerstone of local cooking. 

Tian Zong Long, who manages his family’s tiny but 
well-respected Chun Yang Guan (Pure Sunshine) 
Restaurant in the city’s Kuixinglou area, says quality 
ingredients are key to creating an authentic taste. 

“The big change in Sichuan food now is that ingredients 
are getting more expensive,” explains the sangfroid 
46-year-old, wiping his hands on his bright yellow apron. 
“People aren’t willing to pay more for a bowl of noodles so 
chefs are starting to cut corners. It’s harder to fi nd places 
doing it the old way. Soon no one will remember what real 
Sichuan food is like.”

Xiong Yen, owner of Ying Garden restaurant in 
Chengdu’s Taisheng District, agrees. “You can’t say all the 
food in the Wide and Narrow Alleys isn’t Sichuan, because 
some is, but if every restaurant uses MSG and sauces from 
the factories, the taste will all be the same.” 

Her words are testament to the age-old Sichuan saying 
bai cai, bai wei which means “100 dishes, 100 fl avours”, 

CLOCKWISE FROM 
ABOVE: A BUSTLING 
MARKET IN 
CHENGDU; MALA 
TOFU IS A 
TYPICALLY SICHUAN 
DISH; WOMEN IN 
TRADITIONAL GARB 
SELLING BEANCURD 
AND OTHER DISHES; 
STREET FOOD IS 
READILY AVAILABLE 
ALL DAY AND NIGHT 
IN CHENGDU
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“You don’t have to have a culture trapped 
in its past to ensure authenticity”

䦯ϩԈЖԃ䩟ࣵքڜϡ䩟ϤϣӡԜᅓ䦰

�Іൄӷ䩲܌؏ڍӡ䩲ѸԳϴϡϥ䩟сҤު֎حҒड़౯ࣹخ䩟ױݞ
Ёϥഄᘓੑϡహບ䩟ϤվЁйࣹرф䩟ޜඇᄹсगᦉএᕲ䩟Ӡԃף

䦯Іሁ䦰హрުӑЊ⫇䩟Ѕݗрҿرઃӓ֏܊䦚ݛᣅ၆೧ځ
ґࠃ䩟⚒ҋᗗԝ䩟ӐӸϼԟϡᓲڍ䩟ഷड़оրրϡహӑ䦚ص
ओҟϳϼࠟஶഄϡҀܥѤᑱ䩟һҝܫӠ࡛ةѦ䩟ރढЈ৬ЏӫলУϥТᙠ
҅੩䦚
ОЧُښёϡڕৎфቜ䩟Њ؏ՊҪЈې୰ф᠑ಌ䩟ӎЖ߃ϲ

Ϧඇުϡؘᤚ䵋ਝ䦚࠵ሦලԠԄсϪ؆Њඇުϡࢼฆ䩟ϥѓϡ٤৬ి
Ԙ䦚Ր൶ϥࡔϣಚКې୰䩟ԔؚԷӢ٥ҿᱼᐲढ䩟ӿഐ൶ѩԬ䦚ϣ҆
ӜЊ⺲ऴപ֧ځ൶፺ϡڰ䩟ϲϥਘՐ൶⁜Ậчਝབϡ੶઼䦚
Ѽґ䩟ҒѵџඇުࢨӜҿԒϡׄঈ䩟ϥࡔϣٍ҆ϪՒौׯԵϡې୰䩟

ԷࣵЇԚхߦࢺ䦚ԄࢯൔϨ����ё䦯чѳ䦰ѤರϽЖ䩟Іၢ՝ࢯ
ϡ൶Їы״ЊϪࡦگ䦚ࣞМ䩟൶з२ۥ՝ڡஏڈஏ࠱ϪՔЅл
۪Ҥ䩟Ϩ����ё۪ࠪ䩟ԝвΌረϡףඇՉϦ߿߿��ё䦚ᬮЈׄ
ঈҬО٩๎ׁ۽䩟۬юϦԄѵϡඇު䦚
ϩԈϪϾМ䩟Ք٩ࠟԺϨӛԢݪ䩟Ԕӌхѳؗڊӆϡඇު䩟ϢИЁЌҀ

ի߰ٷϡܿК䦚ҡঅ߅ᝡᝀжϡׂނېۺ䩟ЁӀҿזශѩӰౌϡׇ
অ䩟ࣘېϡЯӜ߅ࣅݙӑϡӛඇު䦚϶ָ֧ҿ൬۠ϥལڰԐઍᔡۺ
ᕷЯЈܴᓧжфՐྡྷՐਫ਼ҳ࡞ې䩟ЃϰЁϥ䦯ԚҚѷ䦰ϡघے෪
ՂѬࡢґӔ䦚
3RUWHUߺхϤϾծ֨јϡѤۺ߫ېӓϰױс䩟Ԕјਣࣘ䩟϶҆࠱աࠡ

ധϡঅѬ䩟ϨюЁۥϰӔڜ䦚
䦯ϩԈЖԃ䩟ࣵքڜϡ䩟ϤϣӡԜᅓ䦚䦰ѳёۈ��ϡј䩟МЏϣט

ᏡԵ۱ϡףඇҤߞ䦚䦯חдѳڊҹ٩НṧѤϩϡ䩟Ԛބс䩟���ёӓϡࡆ
Ԉֆ՝䩟ЇНЌӿѳϨϡϣҊᙾᚥ߃ӑ䦚䦰
ѩںҒح䩟ᝡᝀжകϩϤվҬਹףඇѤېНపԘᅎ䩟ຎҒϥ႕ٴᆙ

ਝϡୣ䩟Уϩලڏϡخয౨䦚ϤО䩟϶Ԉުܴ܊܊ЁϥЊϦ
Ͻׂ֝ۺґޗ䩟ѓϡЁϥռҘϰϡ൶ܟф࠵ሦල䩮ၸؓІр३ӑϡල
䩟ҥϥсѬ᠑ϡؘᤚӛϨ䦚ࢧ
֧ҿ⇙լปײϡয়ݷఖ䩟ނӌॏЩс֧ྕҙ䦚Ҭॺ϶Ҽрୣఖϡ

೧ᅓह䩛ٸፆ䩜گЊ䩟ϼ༔ې୰ᑏӋ߃ԜᅓڏטϡԬඟ䦚
䦯ףඇުѳЖзϽϡׅԺ䩟Ϩҿې୰٢۴ϼග䦚䦰ѳёۈ��ϡјϣ൨ਭ
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implying that each chef’s creation should and 
does taste a little diff erent.

Striking a monastic air with her shaved 
head and scarlet fl eece, 43-year-old Xiong 
takes me on a tour of her kitchen, where 
huge vats of doubanjiang sit quietly 
fermenting and freshly decapitated frogs lie 
on chopping boards.

Things are done the old way here in many 
regards, but Xiong and her sister – who quit 
their jobs and entered the restaurant 
business in their forties – have woven 
elements of diff erent cuisines into some of 
their dishes. Tea leaves are tossed into the 
wok with shrimps, Hangzhou-style, while 
Taiwan has infl uenced both the tangyuan 
sticky rice balls, and the pumpkin and 
osmanthus fl owers pudding.

“It’s still a Sichuan restaurant, but because 
we travel a lot we introduced some food from 
other regions,” Xiong explains. “People like 
that, and I don’t think it makes a diff erence if 
the food is good. We have never claimed to be 
a typical Sichuan restaurant.”

A few streets away, Beer Duck Restaurant, 
which has stuck to a purely Sichuan menu, is 
working hard to keep up with the rapid pace 
of change. Having started out more than 20 
years ago only serving its namesake dish, the 
no-frills kitchen now off ers a wide spectrum 
of Sichuan food, including pig’s foot soup, 
rabbit head and every imaginable animal 
part on skewers known as chuan. 

Zhou Lee, 36, who has only recently taken 
over the running of the restaurant from her 
in-laws, says she’s all too aware of her 
vulnerable place in the market. 

“Our customers are almost exclusively 
older local people. Young people and tourists 
have higher expectations for decoration and 
style,” Zhou says, motioning towards her 
cracked tiles and scorched tabletops. “But in 
these new places you’re just eating the 
decorations.”

The vision of a modern Chinese woman 
with her painted nails and sculpted 
eyebrows, Zhou holds her pouting, Hello 
Kitty-clad daughter while dishing out change 

Яݕߤ䩟דѲϨ৬ࢶաࣹϼໂϦϣໂ䦚䦯ϪИϤ
݃ҺЄՐϣдؿѷୣ䩟ӛйၸؓЇы״ᚤःюӆ䦚
҂֚ϡсҤϤЄ䩟ЪьϲЭϩϪϾ֮ЏԜة߈خ
ᅓඇުϥѮВҊжϦ䦚䦰
юЁѿڢբ䦯൙্ϼϡᓜࡩ䦰࠼ҡඒਔᆜ

䩛ٸፆ䩜ЇӎҺ䩭䦯ᝡᝀжϤϥӛϩېЁϤԜ
ᅓ䩟ԔҒҝҪ࠼חЁٍѓྃ֞ڈؘڏТݗϡලࢧ
ϡҧ䩟ڏѬԄѼϾϣথϣҊ䦚䦰
ԧӛМϡҧ䩟ࢮϦףඇު䦯ڏښުښ䦰ҏة

ଯ؏Ёڏѡ䩟ҟϣ֧ၸؓ३ӑϡުܴ䩟գئ
ϩϤӎ䦚
϶֧ѳёۈ��ϡҡඒਔ䩟ӰॐᠭЏߦߦϡ䩟ܕ

ϼ៥یա੪ࠇ֔䩟ЃвϰϩѡᕊຕϡӠڰ䦚ԧծ

ϢϺၸ۾ࠚ䩟ُϽᖽ࠵ሦලԜϨчᥨ䩟ӃᓈӰ
ϡ೧যԜϨ⍉५ϼ䦚
ᆜٰԧϡࠒݟ��ϰۈЖᗥѼᏰ֞ӑ䩟ۄӱ

ୗ֎䦚϶ѶЪЄֆ՝Ёϥࣲ֚ؕ३ӑ䩟ԔԧИ࠼
ඩөԷјުׄڍঈ๎Պܴުڤח䦚ၸؓϾϨⵃЅӸ
Պౕߖ䩟᠑३ϣѬჿ߮हቯિწ䩟ґஅф۪ଌ
ᄉՐ൷䩟छծѡݡஹգڏ䦚
䦯϶ѶകѼϥϣҼףඇգ࠼ڏ䩟ԔӹЊϢИ

Ҭףоׂ߫䩟ӛйϲԕԷјс߅ϡѤېՊ䦚䦰
ᆜثౠ䦚䦯ۺϪхױЪի䦚ϢگЊᰫૅЊѤې
ІिЊԜᅓඇުఖ䦚䦰۔䩟ϢИԩٷ䩟Ӑ֎ӡޗ
ӫָঅй֔䩟䦯ጂܦቑ࠼䦰పয়ԜףඇѤ

ᙥ䦚϶ҼᓂӢЩ܌ݬϡାڊ䩟ӎЖঊҨ৪ϼЖې

LEFT AND BELOW: 
NOSE-TO-TAIL 
EATING IS PAR FOR 
COURSE IN 
CHENGDU; CHENGDU 
CHUAN SKEWERS

ਅ֖䩭૩й۠૩അЁ
НйϥඇުϡՊ୰ࢧ䩮
ਅЎ֖䩭िЊ䦯၌၌䦰ϡ
юЁգڏ၌

TOP CHENGDU 
NOSH SPOTS 
юЁѤېс֖

CHUN YANG GUAN য়ݷఖ
Dan dan noodle specialist
6 Jixiang Street

ჺिୣ֟р
แፖঅى�

HUANGCHENG OLD BEEF 
෦ރܵڵҡނ
An eatery that specialises 
in beef dishes like cold beef 
with chilli oil
81 and 24 Baojia Alley 

పຎҒध༶әҳܴܵުރϡ
ЯӜނې
ى��ปى��рᝀد

YING GARDEN ൙্ϼϡᓜࡩ
Don’t miss the tea-leaf fried 
shrimps
37 East Yulong Street

ԐզᅎՅहቯિწ
ֆർहঅى��
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to the waitresses. Torn between tradition and 
experimentation, she knows she must evolve 
to survive.

“Restaurants have to off er so much more now, 
as customers expect to eat what they want, 
when they want. I’m open to trying new things, 
but I will always honour the recipes and 
techniques of the family and keep the spirit of 
this place alive.”

Jiu Che, a food writer who has been 
“professionally eating and drinking for 20 
years” in a bid to promote Sichuan food and 
culture, is a lot less worried.

“Sichuan food has changed a lot over recent 
years. Modern Sichuan food is a fusion of many 
diff erent strains thanks to migration which has 
changed the area’s culture, raw materials and 
therefore food,” Jiu says. “The changes seen in 
Sichuan cuisine are the same for Chinese food in 
general. I think these are good changes, as it 

means more people can discover and enjoy 
Sichuan food.”

But not all young people are seeking 
something new, it seems. The long line outside 
Grandma Yan’s hole-in-the-wall stall in near 
Wenshu Monastery is made up almost 
exclusively of millennial-types in Ugg boots and 
Adidas sneakers. The hungry hipsters are more 
than happy to wait for a taste of Grandma’s guo 
hei - unleavened bread stuff ed with stewed beef, 
pickled vegetables and zingy Sichuan seasoning. 
Those with the prize fi nally in hand grin into 
their smartphone cameras like they’ve won the 
golden ticket.

 “People want the old fl avour,” says 56-year-
old Yan, who’s only ever made the one dish. 
When asked how she’s remained popular 
throughout 20 years of change in the Chengdu 
food scene, she taps her proud chest with a 
well-fed fi nger. “You’ve got to do it from here.” 

ܦ䩟ԄЖђ٤పጂҿ⃖Єёӓыނ
ቑ䩟ԔѳϨӔᇕ۠ࣁԷјඇު䩟Ғ૩
ᡲ䦙ႯӰ䩟йߵ൵ѓϤӎރढ֧ח
३ӑϡ၌၌䦚
Էҡඒਔرው䩛ٸፆ䩜ѳёۈ��䩟

зײҥԩਜ਼рבѲҬॺ䦚Ԕ؏࠼ϡ
ӓ⊘⊘Н䩟ԧх֜ۘױ䦚
䦯ϢИϡઆۺӫলҪϥֶصϡҡϪ

р䦚ёڳϪфׂۺ䩟хֶނϡآգ
۴ЁϩѸҙϡϴؒ䦚䦰ԧנМז܌נ
ҡϡᛔᏫේфဖܪϡ࠼ఙ䦚䦯ԔЈ
䦚䦰آԳڀЁђ࠼ܴ
϶֧ಎࠪЅлѽԛ䩟܋പກϼࠡա

പܟ䩟ᆠЏѤѤϡ䦚ѽճϣӱแ
آၣ䩟ጤЯЩબ䩟ԧϣَנЯѽ
ճ䩟ϣנөװജؿဃזѽᬐ䦚ӱ
ۓ࠼ӿׅԺҏҼ䩟ԧЇҴՁة؛
ૅՔ܌ҥЌТࡖ䦚
䦯આڨֳۺЖڨсѷϺЂѷϡֆ

՝䩟ӛйѳѵϡ࠼Ёϴעڢ٤֝࠰
䩟Ԕ֏ݯыӵف䦚ϢхЈѨכһࠔ
ӎЖЇಀԳрఓېഊф᠑݇ಌ䩟ܨ
ֳԕ࠼ϡࢼฆࡖخЎϰ䦚䦰
॰ӝ䩛ٸፆ䩜ϥϣ֧Ѥېӑٷ䩟ى

ि֟ѷ܅Ӕܺ��ё䦚јঊҨԐܰף
ඇުܴфҹ٩䩟ԔЇگЊӿЖՔϥ
䦚ۢࠊѼϡۓ
јМ䩭䦯ඇުײёϩЪϽԺ٩䦚ಎ

ࠪඇުᚥׁЄׄئա䩟϶ѡЄЏ֔ϰ
Ϫטхֶ߅ҹ٩䦙ې୰й۠ުܴϡؙ
䦚Ϥঝඇު䩟ЅުӆӱЇҬࣵЯढ
ঐϡՔ٩䦚ϢگЊ䩟϶ԈׅԺЁϥϮ
Ѩ䩟ӹЊ϶ҺڏЯඇުӔԐ۠Ѹܰ䩟
џѸЄϪӸйчᜨфԘᅎ䦚䦰
ϤО䩟ۓ۔ӛϩёڳϪЁђДᅎ

Ј䦚ଲѿਁહᲬϥ֧ҿҹቕࡨปײϡ
䩟ӫল֜ۺ䩟՞ٕ֔ࠫϡઆނᢓЩߢ
ϣաЁϥऍ8JJᘐжф$GLGDVࠉܧ
ϡ࡛ẼԒڊ䦚϶Ԉᜦ๚έέϡЖ
ёڳϪ䩟ЁାϤۉߵԘᅎѤڏϡહᲬ
䵋ܫಮખޔ࿓Яܵރфᣂࡉ䩟Уྔ
ϩၫڏϡףඇࢧܫ䦚ٽҿҳϺϡϪ䩟
ѲڛહᲬזѲҚࣁਗ਼۱ϡԙب䩟ϲ
ՌߌϺϽ㮠ϣҊ䦚
䦯ϪИЁДࣲՉڏ䦚䦰ѳёۈ��

ϡଲྱՐԩނйϰ䩟ђ३ӑ϶ѬѤ
֎ېϡюЁѤ࡛ݛԧϨԺ٩ߵ䦚՛ې
Ѷ䩟ҒفخحϪӠҙఌ��ё䩟ԧϲй
அඏϡѲޛڳ܋ᷯ䩟თวсМ䩭
䦯ϲϥѓК३ӑ䦚䦰

GRANDMA YAN AND 
HER FAMED GUO 
HEI, UNLEAVENED 
BREAD STUFFED 
WITH BEEF, PICKLED 
VEGETABLES AND 
SICHUAN DRESSING

ଲѿਁહᲬދϪଲྱՐ
ѲవԷनѤې䵋હᲬ
䵋ܫಮખޔ࿓Яܵރ䦙
ᣂࡉфၫڏϡףඇࢧܫ

Hong Kong Airlines flies to 
Chengdu daily. For more 
information, visit 
hongkongairlines.com

୯ܫϰҘڡϩృޗҟя୯ృܫ
ӿюЁ䦚ݓ་ѸЄళ֥䩟Վॾऋ
KRQJNRQJDLUOLQHV�FRP

3 MUST-TRY SICHUAN DISHES ඇުѧϽҬਹުܴ

HOTPOT ڮહ
This quintessential Sichuan stew 
can seem a little daunting at first 

glance, but it’s pretty simple 
really. Choose your broth, meat 
and veggies and throw it all in 
together – and don’t forget the 

dipping sauce.

ᨀЃҏЎ䩟϶ףܝඇڊԣѤڈېϾਘϪ
ϩѡ܌䩟ԔԇЂъВЄϦ䦚קϧ
ӍӨϡ݄䦙ރढфᄀު䩟Ѽћөӛϩ
ֆ՝ӵՔહЅ়䵋Нԇ۲Ϧᕼල

Ԙᅎ䩟༸ڏහҶ䦚

MAPO TOFU ਝਁ࠵ฒ
Apparently named after the wife of 

a Qing dynasty restaurateur who 
invented it, mapo tofu employs 

the same braising techniques used 
for meat. It comes in a spicy sauce 
with the all-important doubanjiang 

and Sichuan peppercorns.

϶Ѭުܴҿ֜சҼףۥඇϣрނۦ
ҡඒਔ䦯ਝਁ䦰ӛ䩟ݞӜਝਁ࠵ฒ䦚
ಓ֚ϼ൵ѓӿẠރϣҊϡҤܴ䩟ѼћӸՊ
ල䩟йߵϤНઑվϡ࠵ሦල䩟вહӓ

Ӑ႕ϼՐ൶ઃ䦚

TWICE-COOKED PORK Ҙહރ 
This pork dish consists of 

simmered pork leg or belly that’s 
then stir-fried with vegetables 

and chilli. This dish often 
contains no Sichuan peppercorns 
so it’s a safe bet for those yet to 

acquire a taste for them.

᠑३Ҙહރ䩟ϴө૩ऍٚڈՐ᧣ރй
ҹߝڮಓ䩟Ѽћܷюә䩟ӐӸՊᄀު
ф൶ৣܫ䦚Ҙહ֡ރЭϩՐ൶

Պ䩟ӛйхҿЂϴԘᅎ϶Ѭުܴґҍ
ϤᩢਝϡϪϰМ䩟ϽНӵКұѓ䦚

Chengdu / юЁ
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